to lower binding capacity of Sybr Green I to free RNA, it can be only slightly seen below the dGs/RNAs pairs. All dGs, which are shown here individually, were designed originally as antisenses (dG2, dG4, dG6, dG8, dG10) directly recognizing regulatory sequence within TRβ1 5'UTR b) senses (dG1, dG3, dG5, dG7, dG9) that could release homologous region by binding to a distant sequence folding within this region (see Table S3 , Fig S1) . Antisense-like dGs (As) generate stronger band signals when compared to sense (S) dGs, which may share only partial complementarity with the distant 5'UTR sequence fragments. Although sense-like dGs exerted weak binding capacity, their translation-enhancing action could be released by partial complementarity with the distant 5'UTR sequences unfolding the homologous sequences or via interaction with other trans-acting factors. Scrambled control (dGsc) with an irrelevant (random) sequence revealed no interaction with the RNA, thus, confirming the specificity of binding by other dGs.
Due to different exon 1e/2a boundary of variant F compared to variant A (ex1c/2a), only half of dG2 and dG6 shares sequence with 5'UTR variant F (pKS-F) that results in a weak binding capacity (electrophoretogram b). GeneRuler DNA Ladder Mix (Thermo Scientific) served as a marker ladder (L), shown on the right and left of each gel. The observed binding capacity and selectivity of dGs was also tested independently, by dG-primed reverse transcription ( Fig S8) .
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